Kirby's theory puts culture at the heart of language evolution. His thesis is that linguistic structure is best explained as a result of cultural transmission rather than natural selection (Kirby, [@CR13]). He does not exclude biological constraints completely, however, arguing that human predispositions to share our inner thoughts with each other and learn new signals were both critical in setting the stage for the emergence of linguistic structure through culture. On the surface then, Kirby's account appears to integrate culture with biology, reflecting the modern consensus that explanations cast in terms of nature versus nurture pose a false dichotomy (Bateson, [@CR1]; Gopnik, [@CR8]; Ridley, [@CR17]).

There is an important sense, however, in which Kirby's theory fails to leave the nature--nurture dichotomy behind. His identification of constraints as either cultural or biological assumes fundamentally that they are separate causal forces. This is a problem, not only because culture is itself a biological phenomenon, but because interactions between DNA and the environment are bidirectional and ubiquitous (Fisher, [@CR4]; Goldberg, Allis, & Bernstein, [@CR7]; Kanherkar, Bhatia-Dey, & Csoka, [@CR12]). This is particularly relevant for linguistic structure, which probably requires extensive interactions between genome and the environment to properly develop (Johnson & Newport, [@CR11]; Werker & Hensch, [@CR18]).

Although many details remain obscure, classic examples of experience-dependent development in other domains like vision strongly suggest that during the cascade of critical and sensitive periods that characterize language learning (Werker & Hensch, [@CR18]), exposure to the right language input at the right times is required for the local expression of certain genes, whose products (e.g., transcription factors, proteolytic enzymes, and neurotrophic factors) and their interactions are in turn required for subsequent input to effect the appropriate neural modifications (Borrelli, Nestler, Allis, & Sassone-Corsi, [@CR3]; Hensch, [@CR9], [@CR10]; Werker & Hensch, [@CR18]). Given that specific gene-culture interactions are likely to be critical for language development, models that pin high-level linguistic features like structure primarily on culture or biology are unlikely to explain the origins of language.

In historical context, however, Kirby's emphasis on culture serves as an important counterweight to the widespread view that linguistic structure must be explained by specific causal modifications to the genome (Bolhuis, Tattersall, Chomsky, & Berwick, [@CR2]; Klein & Edgar, [@CR14]; Pinker & Bloom, [@CR16]), a theory that is even more subject to criticism for failing to recognize gene-culture interactions (Fisher & Ridley, [@CR6]; Laland, Odling-Smee, & Myles, [@CR15]). From this perspective, Kirby et al.'s demonstration that cultural transmission, modeled using iterated learning in the presence of an informational bottleneck, can turn a holistic system into a compositional one expands the set of explanatory tools we can use to think about language evolution, and provides a warning against abstract (and probably false) assumptions about the genetic foundations of language. To paraphrase one geneticist's thoughts on the topic: genes do not encode specific behaviors, cognitive processes, or even neural circuits, they make proteins that interact in complex, environmentally modulated networks, to build and maintain brains (Fisher, [@CR4], [@CR5]). A final positive point is that even though Kirby's Bayesian models falsely separate genes from learning, the inclusion and formalization of both is a clear step forward.

In sum, modern theories of language evolution that combine cultural and biological constraints still have work to do before they can leave the nature--nurture dichotomy fully behind. It seems likely that the explanatory power of future theories will ultimately depend on coming to grips with the molecular and neural details of gene--culture interactions and how they make language possible.
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